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MESSAGE
FROM THE
HEAD

Dear Team GTAC

We are all seized by the
reality of the Corona
Virus and impact of the
Lockdown. 

BEHAVIOURAL
ECONOMICS
In a time of crisis

“The most analytical thinkers are predictably
irrational; the really smart ones acknowledge and

address their irrationalities” - Prof. Dan Ariely

Building
Inclusive
Infrastructure
for Womxn

GTAC will be hosting the
first ever roundtable discussion

on inclusive infrastructure for
womxn in South Africa.

SAVINGS@
WORK 
GOVERNMENT 
SPENDING REVIEWS
CONFERENCE 

In this time of budget cuts and in view of the
serious influence that the Covid_19
pandemic will have on the South-African
economy, this conference on government
spending reviews will be more relevant than
ever.

Before
You Go...

The latest GTAC WhatsUp is out.
In this edition the theme focused on Infrastructure
and we profiled our own Capital Projects Appraisal

Unit.
Read it here

INVESTMENT
APPRAISAL
AND RISK
ANALYSIS
Programme

The Capital Projects Appraisal Unit is doing ground-
breaking work to develop expertise in economic

appraisal and risk analysis in government departments.
They recently completed the second leg of the

Programme on Investment Appraisal and Risk Analysis
with excellent results..

Practicalities
During Lockdown
 

As we are all aware of the COVID-19 restrictions and
21 days National Lockdown, the following processes

will apply for GTAC’s core functions.

GTAC’s

COVID-19
Hotline

covid19@gtac.gov.za

HR
Any questions on HR and Wellbeing related matters,
contact Ezre Stokes at Ezre.Stokes@gtac.gov.za
For more on the 2019/2020 Annual Performance
Evaluation, contact Shadrack Mpondomse on:
083 572 4675

FINANCE
Payments will be
processed that are due
during the lockdown
period. Any other matters
will be attended to
afterwards. 

Business units are requested to submit invoices to be
paid via email to Markus and Mona: 

Mona – Cell: 082 056 9134
email: Mona.Louw@gtac.gov.za

Markus – Cell: 071 608 8834
email: Markus.Rautenbach@gtac.gov.za

IT
We're using MS Teams on
many of our platforms, if
you haven't yet, you can
download it MS Teams
Download

Any IT related questions or support can be directed to
Benjamin Musyoki Ben

Please complete the online form to complete your
contact information in case anything happens during
the lockdown and we need to get hold of you urgently:
Online GTAC Database

LinkedIn Group:

GTAC
Employee
Connect

Stay in touch with GTAC and your fellow employees by
becoming part of the  GTAC Employee group on
LinkedIn. This space is for GTAC employees to
connect, share innovative tools, success stories,
interesting reading, learning and life in general. Let’s
support each other in this time of uncertainty and
show our commitment to create a stronger GTAC
through its people.

If you would like to share news in this
newsletter, please contact
anita.rwelamira@gtac.gov.za. 
The next G-News will be available end
April.

GNews - GTAC's internal news source

We are in unchartered territory, and it is important that we remain calm, show solidarity
and stand by each other in this difficult time. It is equally important that we take care of
our social and psychological well-being as we try to manage our fears and
uncertainties during this pandemic.

We also need to remain accountable, professional and transparent in everything we
do, driven by our integrity and responsibility to the greater good.

In this moment of our history, the work of government now more than ever needs a
GTAC which contributes selflessly and professionally. So when we are called upon to
serve, let us demonstrate our commitment, our capability and our accountability as civil
servants.

The remote working arrangements are working well. The technology support is helping
us use our time efficiently and I’m proud at the responsibility demonstrated by teams
who I meet in many of these online meetings. If we continue in this vein, we will be
more than ready to activate our business projects when it is possible to do so. GTAC’s
management team is in contact weekly and we stand ready to do what is needed,
quickly, responsibly and in our country’s collective interest.

If you have questions or need further instructions on professional or personal
concerns, your business unit manager stands ready to assist.

I realise that working under these circumstances comes with its own set of challenges:
from dealing with restricted access to tools you rely on, to enforced isolation from your
teammates. We are in the same boat, and now, more than ever, it is the time to be a
creative centre of excellence. We have created a Linked-in Group where GTAC
employees can connect, share innovative tools, success stories, interesting reading
and comment on life as a GTAC’er. Explore this new tool, embrace its potential and join
in the conversations. Let’s support each other in this time of uncertainty and commit to
creating a stronger GTAC through its most important resource, its people. Stay in
touch, and offer the necessary support to one another. We remain a GTAC family
whether or not we sit in the same space.

And finally, let us at all times remember our humanity, our common purpose and the
need to respect our planet and the way we relate to and appreciate one another.

Stay Calm. Stay Safe. Respect the Lockdown. Help those who need our help. Each
one of our actions matter.

Lindiwe Ndlela
Acting Head of GTAC

Looking Back

What Went Down Recently

Economics will always be infused with the irrational, the context, and the perceptions
that make up humans.

This was the topic of Dr. Avni Shah, the world-renowned behavioural economist who
joined us recently at GTAC’s Summer School Outreach at the University of
Mpumalanga, UCT, Stellenbosch University, UP, National Treasury and SARS.

But what does Behavioural Economics mean to us as government in this time of
crisis?:

1. The containment and treatment of infectious diseases like Covid-19 are highly
dependent on individual decision-making.

2. Individuals are not always rational and will balance the perceived benefits of making
contact against the perceived cost of the disease.

3. The most effective response to outbreaks, such as Coronavirus, will take these
behavioural insights, including the impact of panic on individual decision-making, into
account.

Have a look at this interesting article on How behavioural insights can help
governments tackle the Coronavirus.

How will the pandemic affect low- and middle-income countries and most vulnerable
populations like South Africa? The Center for Global Development shares some
insights in The Economic Impact of COVID-19 in Low- and Middle-Income Countries.

On a personal level, why not test yourself and see how you can start using behavioural
science right away, in your everyday tasks. Everyday bias detector: Start using
behavioural insights in your work

Looking Forward

What's in the Pipeline

Due to the COVID- 19 and national state of disaster, all our planned events have been
postponed until further notice. Please don’t lose sight of them. Amazing things will be
coming your way in due course!

The Building Inclusive Infrastructure for Woman Roundtable will explore how gender
inequality in South Africa, impacts how womxn operate within the given public
infrastructure.

Bringing this debate to the fore is ground-breaking for government and we commend
CPAU for creating this important platform for discussion.

The “womxn” with the X expands the scope of womanhood to include women across
race, class, sexual identity and gender expression.

The event will be built around four broad themes in the public transit and public health
sectors:
1. Designing Spaces that Reduce the Burden of Gender-Based Violence on Womxn.
2. The Impact of Spatial Inequality on Womxn’s Reproductive Labour.
3. Planning for Womxn Sex Workers’ Sexual Health and Spatial Presence.
4. Womxn’s Bodily Autonomy When Accessing Sexual and Reproductive Health
Services.

The aim is that the multi-disciplinary audience at this forum will expand the thinking of
how the themes are understood, know more about the challenges therein and explore
how public policies and services could be adapted to resolve challenges and establish
inclusive infrastructure services for womxn.

The event will bring together policy makers, infrastructure practitioners and civil society
members working in spatial planning, sexual- and reproductive health, and gender-
based violence.

To know more, contact Katlego Moilwa at Katlego.Moilwa@treasury.gov.za

The conference will be a culmination of many years of work on spending reviews
conducted by GTAC through the National Treasury. Based on evidence and expertise
generated since 2013, the focus of the conference will be to bring government saving
to provincial level.

Common saving issues in all departments will be discussed and master classes in
personnel expenditure analysis and how to design a costing model, will be offered. The
conference will allow national and provincial officials to explore new ways to improve
value for money and secure savings.

This opportunity to reflect will be extremely important in the light of improving spending
efficiency and reducing waste, as outlined in the 2020 Budget and current
circumstances.

Know more about what to expect by contacting Sibulele Mvumvu at
sibulele.mvumvu@gtac.gov.za

This in-depth curriculum was developed and delivered by the field’s most recognised
international experts, Cambridge Resources International and is adding immense value to
government officials in South Africa. It provides participants with cutting edge approaches,
fresh insights and new tools and techniques to improve economic and risk analysis of
infrastructure projects.

The training programme brought together officials from various government departments,
including GTAC, the National Treasury, Department of Transport, Department of Human
Settlements, Water and Sanitation, the Presidential Infrastructure Coordinating Commission
and the Department of Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation.

GTAC would like to congratulate CPAU for bringing this invaluable programme to South
Africa. We also what to extend a special word of thanks to the team from CRI, for sticking it
out during these trying times as we faced the coronavirus pandemic.

Have a look at some of the pictures and videos taken during the programme on GTAC’s
Linked-in page (and remember to give us a follow!).

Also find links to interviews with participants from:
National Treasury 
Department Water and Sanitation 
The Presidential Infrastructure Coordinating Commission
Queens University and CRI

Isolation during the Lockdown, while an important public health measure, can have
detrimental effects on us as individuals. Separation from loved ones, the loss of
freedom, uncertainty over disease status, and boredom can, on occasion, create
dramatic effects, including suicide and anger-related violence.

Here's some interesting reading and helpful tips:

What’s the psychological impact of of being isolated and how can we reduce it? Here’s
what the evidence says.

Know more about the 7 emotional stages you will go through during the lockdown. A
clinical counsellor breaks it down, with practical tips on how to cope with family, friends
and your own self.

Why not explain the Covid-19 virus to your kids in a way they'll understand? This will
definitely be helpful for young ones who want to know why they're not at school.

Always wanted to do an online course, but never had the time? Have a look at some of
these FREE online courses:

Coursera
edX
Khan Academy (kids 2 18 years)
Harvard University
Learn Excel at Excel Easy or Excel Jet

Have you heard of Apolotical.co yet? Indulge in this wonderful resource, a global
learning platform for government.

That's it for now! All the best over the next few weeks.
Please remember that you are not alone. If you have any
questions or queries, please feel free to contact our Covid-19
hotline at covid19@gtac.gov.za

We'll talk again soon!

www.gtac.gov.za
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